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Arugot – Child and Family Development Center
Annual Activity Report – 2014/15
Background:
Arugot (formerly: The Haifa Center for Children with Learning Disabilities) is a
dynamic learning and therapeutic center founded by Jeremiah Lubasch, MD, in 1989, as a
non-profit, with a vision to provide vital educational and social services for the local
community in areas previously lacking. This year we celebrated 25 years of service in the
community.
Located in the heart of the community, the Center serves over 3,000 families mostly in the
lower socio-economic strata. Our aim is to provide unique caring environments for those with
special needs and ensure improved quality of life. Opening doors to opportunities, early
assessment, and optimal treatment ensure success in future careers, family life, and
social relationships instead of being doomed to a life of failure and frustration.
Treatment has to be early enough to make a difference, when children approach
developmental milestones, and intensive, in order to significantly impact their development.
The dynamic nature of the Arugot allows for projects to be established as the needs in the
community change. When at-risk children receive help, they do not drop out of the
system later on in life.
“When you give a child a key to success, you
are opening the door to his future” –
Jeremiah Lubasch, MD
Founding Director (pro bono)

Prizes:
In April 2001 we were awarded the prestigious William Trump Recognition Award for over a
decade of "outstanding commitment to children with developmental disabilities".
In December 2008, our reading expert received a prize for "Excellence in Education" from the Israel
Teachers' Union. This method, called "Musima" developed at the Arugot, uses musical notes as cues to
help dyslexic pupils learn to read.
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Major Ongoing Programs
LD Program for Learning Disabled Children:
The Center takes a holistic approach, looking at each child as "a world unto himself" and not only his
specific learning disability. Each child is provided with an individually tailored program using a
variety of methods: intensive didactic treatment, paramedical treatments, and emotional
therapies. A visit to Arugot is a unique experience. During the school year of 2014/15 ~400 children
participated in the various programs offered at our Center including:






Didactic Remedial Treatments: treating dyslexia, dysgraphia, and math difficulties
Snoezelen Room Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Speech Pathology
Emotional Therapies: Art, Drama, Music Therapy, CBT, Bibliotherapy, Snoezelen Room,
Dance/Movement Therapy, Animal Assisted Therapy, Gardening Therapy, Sand Tray
Therapy

 Learning Strategies using the Feuerstein method, taught in small groups enhance the ability
of children to apply practical skills to learning.
 Social skills: In working with LD youngsters it came to our attention that children with
learning disabilities do not develop social skills naturally. Recognizing the vital need for social
skills, our staff runs workshops to teach social skills in a group setting. Each group is facilitated
by a pair of expert therapists, coordinating the group together, an excellent example of the team
work that characterizes our work.


Therapeutic Kitchen: A multi-purpose kitchen enhances self-esteem by giving children
positive experiences – children who experience failure in their studies, low grades, and
frustration are thrilled to take home delicious cookies for their families which they made
themselves! In addition math can be taught by looking at the quantities of ingredients and cutting
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a pita into quarters, while occupational therapists treat sensory integration problems when
children knead dough and the list goes on and on……

This year we initiated a new approach in the kitchen
treating children with eating disorders using Dyadic
Therapy. A parent and child work together under the
direction of an experienced therapist in a supposedly fun
activity but actually addressing mental health issues.


Dyadic Therapy: This type of therapy is unique in that "pairs" receive therapy together,
be they a child with one of his parents, or a child with one of his siblings. Children are seen in the
larger context of the family and a variety of issues can be addressed.


Parental Guidance is an integral part of our work.

Snoezelen Therapy Center:
Treatment in our Snoezelen Room addresses problems such as anxiety and trauma. While in
the past we treated war trauma, today there is a need to treat post partum depression, trauma
following car accidents, children with selective mutism, and more. Therapists specializing in
Dance/Movement Therapy use the Snoezelen Room as a medium to help those in distress.
The room has a calming effect and has special equipment that enhances therapy. Our pet
therapist also uses the Snoezelen Room, takes her cat inside, combining Snoezelen Room
Therapy with Animal Assisted Therapy. Occupational therapists address problems based on
sensory motor difficulties and sensory integration, using special effects, including touch,
smell, and sound. In addition the room has been used in a unique way to help entire families
(especially groups of siblings) join together to overcome a common problem – such as
dealing with war trauma or divorce.
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Early Childhood Center: 74 Children:

“Free the child’s potential, and
you will transform him into the
world.”
- Maria Montessori

1. Integrated Day Care Center for developmentally delayed youngsters age 0 – 3 years
who are integrated with their typically developing (TD) peers. Toddlers with
developmental delays receive full paramedical attention – all under one roof, while
benefiting from interaction with their TD peers. This set-up is mutually beneficial as TD
kids learn to accept those who are different from them and in addition are exposed to an
enriched environment. The Day Care Center is under the auspices of The Ministry of
Economics, and caters to the needs of working mothers (full day program including
meals). In addition, children from non-functioning families are referred by the Social
Services. These children benefit from a positive and enriching environment, including
nourishing meals.
2. Special-ed Preschools: This year close to 50 children learned in our Preschool Network
for children with special needs age 4 - 6/ 7. All children are assessed as eligible for
special education and referred by the Allocations Committee of the Education Department
at the Municipality. Some children are “graduates” of our Day Care program. Each child
has an individualized work plan, which is updated periodically according to his progress.
The main goal is to mainstream children in the regular school system, and some children
spend one or two days a week in regular preschools as preparation for mainstreaming,
while receiving all their treatments at Arugot Preschool. A team of highly professional
staff caters to the needs of the children. In addition to a regular preschool schedule the
program provides paramedical treatments: speech and occupational therapy, psychologist
(sent from the Municipality) and a pet therapist. Children enjoy musical activities and
benefit from a gardening project – growing their own plants, vegetables and flowers – a
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fun activity that enhances personal development. The success rate of this program is
measured by looking at the schools that children are enrolled at when graduating to Grade
1. This year 85% of children graduating our Preschools have been accepted into
regular schools for Grade 1 – an exceptional result that speaks for itself.
"Maon Shachar" for Special Needs Children:
Initiated in 2007 in conjunction with Elwyn Israel, this is an intensive day care program for
severely handicapped children ages 6 months – 3 years from orthodox families. The need
arose within the community to establish this framework and as usual, Dr. Lubasch seeing the
suffering of families, rose to the challenge. Previously no suitable framework existed for
these children in Haifa, causing some families to move to other cities, and others to care for
children at home. Situated on the premises of Elwyn Israel, children are provided with all
necessary paramedical treatments to ensure maximum development. The coordinator of the
program is a member of Arugot staff. Next year we will 2 graduates from “Maon Shachar” to
our preschool program.
Bridging Educational and Social Gaps for Ethiopian Immigrant Pupils:
Over the past 8 years we have been providing services to schools in Haifa with Ethiopian
Immigrant pupils. This year, ~35 Ethiopian pupils at three Haifa schools received didactic
and emotional therapies, including professional assessments. Schools participating in the
program: Barkai, Ironi Vav, and Netiv Eliezer Carmel.
Teachers and emotional therapists work with the groups and individual pupils providing
intensive didactic help and emotional treatments. The emphasis is on literacy and emerging
literacy, comprehension, homework assignments, and learning strategies. An effort is made to
increase knowledge in basic subjects such as math, English, computers. Emotional therapies
emphasize social skills, address distress caused by family problems, difficulties in dealing
with a new environment, coping with failure in the classroom situation, and whatever other
emotional problems that surface in therapy. This program is tuition free.
Treating Children and Mothers at Haifa Shelter for Battered Women:
Children arrive at shelters with their mothers, traumatized by having to leave all that is
familiar to them. Often mothers are overwhelmed by personal problems, poverty, and
uncertainty for what the future will bring and are not emotionally available to help children
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with school work or attend to their needs. Teachers, too, view them as temporary students.
Problems manifest themselves in a variety of ways, including: violence, bedwetting, hoarding,
lack of concentration, and more. Our staff has risen to the challenge to help these children by
providing them with didactic and emotional therapies. Before treatment begins, each child is
professionally assessed. This is an integral part of the project, because their stay at shelters is
short, and when going to their next station in life, an assessment enables new carers to
continue working with the children. This year Rotary Moriah funded didactic treatments for
children in shelter. The program is tuition free.
Treatment Center for Women and Adolescent Girls from Local Orthodox Community:
This Center addresses the problems of Orthodox women and adolescent girls suffering from a
range of problems and mental health issues. Issues include, taking a culturally sensitive
approach: trauma resulting from abuse, post partum depression, anxiety, distress, personality
disorders, issues relating to fertility, eating disorders, and more. Staff works in conjunction
with local community workers, Rabbinical leadership, and Social Services who all refer
clients to Arugot and work to reduce the stigma of receiving treatment.
Training Staff - 2014/15:









A course on Neuropsychology which took place at Sha’arei Ztedek Hospital in
Jerusalem was attended by our Preschool Director – Mirit Levy and her staff, as well
as Luda Verozoshchev – Speech Therapist. The topic included – what is “normal”,
what is “abnormal” and when can early intervention take place.
Anat Geiger, Art Therapist and Micki Schwartz, Pet Therapist attended a course on
Water Therapy, using an innovative method with children creating an entire world
underwater. This approach will be introduced at our Center in September 2015
following further learning sessions of our staff.
Pnina Berkowitz, Pedagogic Principal attended a workshop on eating disorders, and
adopted some new methods at our Center.
Professional workshop took place for staff on therapeutic cards run by Nord.
Master Therapist – Aliza Karvan gave a lecture to the staff on “The Resilient Client”.
Pnina Berkowitz, Pedagogic Principal participated in an International Conference run
by Nefesh and Tahel on “The Jewish Community Confronts Violence and Abuse”.
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Challenges and Solutions:

At Risk Youth: Children who do not attain literacy are at risk for dropping out of the
school system, and ultimately becoming dependant on social services and on the entire
society. Promoting literacy amongst learning disabled children enables them to become
independent and productive adults, giving to society, instead of taking from society.

Advocacy: Mirit Levy, Director of Early Childhood Center has been advocating with
Government Officials to change the laws of free transportation for developmentally delayed
children. Children are entitled to free transport, but this is dependent on how close they live to
their school. In Haifa, the typography is such that there are steep hills, and even a short
distance can be impossible to walk, especially for a challenged child. So far we have not seen
any results from these efforts.

Mirit Levy, Director of Early Childhood Center has been trying to raise funds to
lengthen the school day in the special-ed preschools – with no success. A longer day would
ensure that children have an enriched environment for longer hours and contribute to their
development, while providing respite for the parents.
Outreach Program to Raise Awareness: Experiential Workshops for Parents

Events at Arugot – 2014/15


Outreach Program that took place throughout the entire school year:

Evenings at Arugot for parents of new and veteran children

Conventions for school principals
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Course for volunteers in the community who are being trained by the
Municipal Social Services to work in the community – Arugot staff lectured
and took an active part in the presenting of this course

Open Day in Preschools for new parents enrolling children for year
2015/16 – meeting staff, viewing facilities, and meeting Allocation Committee
representatives

Open Day in Preschools for health service representatives and municipal
officials to raise awareness on our services and increase referrals to Arugot

Lectures and workshops for teachers, counselors and other professionals

Evenings for parents of school age and preschool age children in the
community


Chanuka and Purim are fun days in our Therapeutic Kitchen. We are famous for our
honmentashen and latkes, which children take home to be shared with their families.

Purim Happening 2015: Children receiving treatment at Arugot prepared for Purim by
participating in a fair the week preceding the festival. Each and every child was given a
chance to bake homentashen, prepare a box for the goodies he baked, and decorate a mask.
Working in groups, with the emphasis on social interaction, children were able to practice
skills learned throughout the year. The fun atmosphere contributed to the success of the
activities.

Every year, with the approach of Pesach, children in our special-ed preschools
learn about the upcoming festival and prepare a personal Haggadah.
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Lag Ba’omer was celebrated with the traditional
bonfire. Musical activities around a simulated bonfire
were a great success.



End of year activities included:
LD Program:
1. Parents were invited to a one-on-one meeting with their children’s therapists to sum
up the year and receive feedback, tips, and make plans for the next year.
2. Anat Geiger, Art Therapist, uses the end of the year to invite parents, siblings, and
even grandparents to a session with each child. The last meeting of the year is
dedicated to the child who exhibits the art work done over the period of the last
year. The therapeutic work is summed up and to a certain extent shared with family
members, who get a glimpse into the process and achievements. Setting up an
exhibition for each child is no easy task, but for Anat, nothing is too much trouble,
if it benefits the children. This approach is both unique and innovative and makes
the therapy meaningful for children and families alike.

Early Childhood Center:
Integrated Day Care Center: An end of year party, together with the mothers of
children, took place at the nursery and included musical activities and stroking pets.
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Special-ed Preschools:




Preschools: End of year parties took place together with mothers with musical
activities and then an outdoor trip to a local park with a professional balloon blower.
Summer Program in Special-ed Preschools: Daily fun activities, trips, visits to
museums and the zoo make this program an unforgettable experience for all our
children.

Special Features





Opening of a Hotline, which generated much interest
The annual Purim Campaign was once again a great success thanks to the
many donations of Mishlochei Manot by our friends and supporters. Over 200
sweet packages were distributed at Rambam Hospital, to Ethiopian pupils, to
children from needy families in the community, and to children in a shelter for
battered women. Special thanks go to our dear friend and volunteer – Zehava
Litovsky. Zehava spent the day at Rambam Hospital cheering up pediatric
cancer patients.
In conjunction with Beit Issie Shapiro and Social Services at the Haifa
Municipality, with the assistance of USAID, we have established a group for
parents with handicapped/developmentally delayed children. The group will
work towards advocating for handicapped children, learning their rights and
trying to make sure that they are able to benefit from services they are entitled
to. The group will include learning experiences as well as bringing together
parents from diverse groups in the Haifa area and reaching out to other families
in the same position and will try and improve the quality of life of challenged
children and their families.
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A group of students from The Haifa University International School spent a
morning at Arugot, listening to three fascinating talks by women in the
community – part of their course on “Women in Israel”. The day was such a
success that the lecturer has decided to incorporate Arugot into the curriculum
on an ongoing basis.



Students specializing in emotional therapies from Haifa University do their
practical work at Arugot and receive ongoing supervision provided by our expert
staff. We have become a major center providing services to the Haifa University.



Conventions for school principals: Working together with school staff is
integral to our approach with children. All local school principals met with
Arugot staff who treat “their” pupils. A new way of interacting was determined
with mutual reporting established.
Orientation for the new school year – Introducing Water Therapy – in depth
learning session on a new approach to enhance emotional therapies.



New Initiatives
We have introduced Timocco into our Occupational Therapy program. Timocco is a
cutting-edge virtual motion gaming system that accelerates the development of motor
and cognitive skills including: bi-lateral coordination, crossing midline, hand-eye
coordination, attention, posture, visual discrimination, early learning,
communication, short term memory, team work.

Work Meetings and Collaborations with other Organizations:









Ahiya, Bnei Brak
Nitzan
Magen, Jerusalem
Oranim, Tivon
Barkai Elementary School, Haifa
Netiv Eliezer Carmel Elementary School, Haifa
Ironi Vav, Intermediate-High School, Haifa
Rambam Elementary School, Haifa
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Kupat Cholim Me’uchedet, Haifa
Kupat Cholim Maccabi, Haifa
Haifa University, Haifa
Beit Yaakov Seminary Haifa – Arugot staff provided a professional in depth
summer course for teachers and parents giving a look at the various emotional
therapies

Important Visitors:











Dr. Moshe Kramer and groups from Germany
Erik and Jennifer Bittner, Boston – Gateways Organization
Mr. Jalal Hatami and Mr. Gordon Picotte – World Baha’i Center
Yael Nediv Savyon, Tami Chaskalovitz, Teresa Taylor, Oranit Zagouri, Osnat Levine – staff from
Allocations Committee, Haifa Municipality – in Preschool
Mr. Avi Wurtzman – Deputy Minister of Education and Mr. Shai Blumenthal, Haifa
Municipality representative
Doron Sakal – Education Department, Haifa Municipality
Anat Ben-Tzvi – Rehab. Department, Social Services – Haifa Municipality

Special thanks to:










Mr. Shimon Festenberg of Keren Nefesh Kol Chai for the ongoing support and
scholarships to needy pupils.
Jewish Child’s Day for renovating the playground in our new preschool
Baha’i World Center for their generous donation
Paul and May Arielli Foundation for their generous donation
Salvisberg-Wesseley Stiftung for the generous donation
Zwi Stein and his community for ongoing donations
Stuart and Hadassa Palmer for donating an awning for the preschool playground
Andrew and Judith Sanders for donating Playmobil equipment to our preschools
All participants in our Purim Campaign – the proceeds of our annual Purim
Campaign - March '15
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Zehava Litovsky for making Purim a special day for children at Rambam Hospital
Pediatric ward.
The Elgazi and Almani families for donating mishloah manot for Purim.
Rotary Moriah for partnering with us in our project for Shelters for Battered Women.
Prof. Cheryl Zlotnick for help with research and statistics

Thanks to our ongoing volunteers:


Jeremiah Lubasch, MD for 25 years of volunteer work in the community and at
Arugot.
 Eli Hartman for volunteering as a strategic advisor.
 Stuart and Hadassa Palmer for your ongoing help in all areas.
 Diane Rom for help in the fundraising office.
 Zahava Litovsky for leading all trips for both pupils and staff.
 Laya Zryl for translating and writing services.
 Elza Mervin for being the dedicated House Mother at the Center and taking care
of all the pets, plants and whatever else is needed.
Condolences to members of our staff:


Nirit Yitzchaki on the passing of her mother

Congratulations to:








Hindi Cooperman on the marriage of her daughter
Naftali Shenk on the birth of his daughter
Pnina Berkowitz on the birth of her granddaughter
Naomi Adler on the marriage of her son
Vardit Froindlich on the birth of her son
Mira Zeltzer on the birth of her daughter
Meytal Peretz on her marriage
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Welcome to new members of staff:








Yishai Bonnie, CEO
Mordechai Shlezinger, Administrative Director
Lilach Shimoni – Bibliotherapist
Talya Popko – Animal Assisted Therapist
Dafna Lavi – Art Therapist
Aviya Ouchana – Movement Therapist
Vered Chashmona’i – Drama Therapist

Our donors:
P.E.F., Weinberg Foundation, Jewish Child's Day, Rochlin Foundation, Ballas, Rotary Moriah,
Tikun Olam, Haifa Chevra Kaddisha, Keren Nefesh Kol Chai, Paul and May Arieli Foundation,
Baha’i World Center, Salvisberg-Wesseley Stiftung

Our supporters:
Haifa Municipality, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Welfare, Ministry of Economics,
National Insurance, Ministry of Health, Inheritance Funds
In conjunction with:
Health Services, Haifa University, Beit Issie Shapiro, Elwyn Israel, Rambam Medical Campus,
Bnei Zion Hospital, El"i, Women for Women – The Haifa Shelter for Battered Women, Haifa
Women's Crisis Shelter, Achiya, Tahel - The Crisis Center for Religious Women – Jerusalem,
Ate"m – Nefesh Israel, Barkai –Moriah Elementary School, Ulpanat Amit – Ironi Vav
Intermediate and High School, Netiv Eliezer – Carmel Elementary School, Haifa Beit Ya’akov
Seminary
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Board Members
Jeremiah Lubasch, MD, Founding Director: Born in Argentina, Dr. Lubasch studied medicine
at the University of Buenos Aires. In 1977 he came on Aliyah and today lives in Haifa
with his wife and 6 children. Dr. Lubasch served in the navy and was promoted to rank of
"rav seren". In 1989 he established Arugot (The Haifa Center for Children with Learning
Disabilities) and remains the Founding Director on a voluntary basis, in between running
his medical practice.
Shimon Una, Treasurer
Daniel Hofner, Secretary
Rabbi Moshe Kanner
Rabbi Yerucham Spiegel
Eli Knepelmacher
Amram Ben Sher
Nathan Cohen
Shmuel Edelstein
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Parents report back at the end of the school year 2015 – some quotes



















It was wonderful coming to your center, we felt at home, in spite of the
long trip to reach you.
“You did it!” You are doing great work, Hashem will reward you.
Thank you for a great year and the progress of our child in all areas. We
have a new child.
Thank you to Anat, a fantastic therapist for thinking of all the small
details, and giving us the feeling that our child is the only child you
treat. We enjoyed it very much and looking forward to continuing.
Arugot is a second HOME for us. Our daughter came happily, and
benefitted from all that is offered by the staff. Good going!
Thank G-d we had a positive experience this year. Our daughter
progressed and developed in all areas of learning and emotion. The
staff worked with sensitivity and with a lot of love and brought her to
her present state.
Unbelievable! Thank you everyone.
We enjoyed the period that our son got help (a few years) at Arugot and
we feel he improved in learning, emotionally and socially.
I enjoyed the two years that the staff worked with my son, may you go
from strength to strength.
I am very satisfied with all I saw, especially as I see such an
improvement with my child.
Thank you to all the staff.
You are doing special work, may you have the strength to continue.
Tanya is a wonderful therapist. Kol HaKavod.
The expectations that were realized with Yonatan: confidence and selfesteem, verbal expression. It is so wonderful.
Nechemia didn’t fail, he only succeeded. He came home with better
abilities and was happy with his work. I wish you only success –
continue to grow and to help more and more children.
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